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HIGH-END.
SCANDINAVIAN 
SPACES FOR  
CREATIVE MINDS.

Exclusive material meets functionality in next-gen office tables

With High-End, Swedstyle builds further on its heritage as the leading 
manufacturer of sit & stand desks and office tables in Scandinavia –  
while making a bold statement about the workspaces of tomorrow.

Design and choice of material are paramount in Swedstyle’s High-End 
furniture. Innovative technology combined with built-in electronics and 
minimalistic, sleek frames, takes Swedstyle’s height-adjustable tables to 
a whole new level of design. With carefully selected desktops for each 
frame, along with Swedish manufacturing and quality, High-End is 
spearheading the development of the workspaces of the future. 

Characterized by clean lines, High-End is designed using quality  
material that speaks for itself. The result is a series of fully height- 
adjustable office tables and desks that are as functional as they are 
esthetically appealing. Furniture design that contributes to better  
ergonomics, making the workday more effective – while promoting  
creativity and team spirit at work. 
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PLECTRUM

HEIGHT 680 - 1200 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black Ø 1400 mm 56100045G-1
Ø 1650 mm 56100065G-1

White Ø 1400 mm 56100145G-1
Ø 1650 mm 56100165G-1

A stylish, sit-stand table for creative meetings. The triangular 
tabletop with rounded corners creates a harmonious, relaxed  
impression, while the transition to the square shape of the legs 
adds an eye-catching angular twist to the table design. The 
straight lines of the legs in combination with the white pigmented 
tabletop in ash wood give the table a chic elegance. 

Plectrum takes center stage in rooms where you enjoy spending a 
lot of time with colleagues and friends. The elegant design gives 
Plectrum added versatility, allowing it to double as a dining table 
at home as well. 
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PENTAGON
INDUSTRY

HEIGHT 615 - 1275 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH Gray high pressure laminate

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Raw 1600 x 800 mm 56600012G-1

Personality and attitude. As its name suggests, the  
Pentagon Industry office table has an industrial feel, 
where the rawness of the steel commands attention. 
The contrast of the dark grey tabletop, visible welding 
seams, and the clear, matte lacquer further contributes 
to the rustic feeling, while the tapered legs give the table 
a neat and elegant look. A height-adjustable table that 
means business, while promoting focused creativity.
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WAGON 
TABLE

HEIGHT 725 - 1225 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 2800 x 1500 mm 56300040G-1
3500 x 1500 mm 56300025G-1

White 2800 x 1500 mm 56300140G-1
3500 x 1500 mm 56300125G-1

A height-adjustable table designed to exude calm during c 
reative meetings. Timeless minimalism combined with a large  
dose of playfulness makes Wagon Table immediately stand out  
in a large space. 

The oval, white-pigmented tabletop in ash has a soft design 
language, juxtaposed with the square metal legs in white or black. 
Wheels in the same material as the tabletop make it easy to move 
the table around, while at the same time further enhancing the 
soft, welcoming feeling. A table you long to return to.
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NARROW
/WIDE UP

HEIGHT 680 - 1180 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 2315 x 1215 mm 56500040G-1
3015 x 1215 mm 56500140G-1
3715 x 1215 mm 56500240G-1

White 2315 x 1215 mm 56500025G-1
3015 x 1215 mm 56500125G-1
3715 x 1215 mm 56500225G-1

A sit-stand conference table of unlimited possibilities and forms of 
expression. The rectangular design language creates a playfulness, 
building on the contrast between the narrow and wide side of the 
legs. Viewed from the long side, the legs take on a narrow  
appearance, while from the short side they give a wider  
impression. Elegant and stylish, or more robust and solid?  
Get different looks by being creative with the placement of the 
table. The rectangular shape and overhang of the white  
pigmented ash tabletop is designed to emphasize the unique 
shape of the legs and enhance the understated design. Narrow/
Wide Up is a conference table for rooms with large areas, where its 
distinctive legs are allowed to take center stage.
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NARROW
/WIDE DOWN

HEIGHT 680 - 1180 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 2315 x 1215 mm 56400040G-1
3015 x 1215 mm 56400140G-1
3715 x 1215 mm 56400240G-1

White 2315 x 1215 mm 56400025G-1
3015 x 1215 mm 56400125G-1
3715 x 1215 mm 56400225G-1

Narrow Wide Down is height-adjustable conference table 
that facilitates activity and efficiency at large meetings. 
Closely related to Narrow Wide Up, the legs of this table 
go from thick to narrow instead of the other way around. 
This gives Narrow Wide Down, in an elevated position, a 
more robust feeling than Narrow Wide Up. 

The straight, clean lines of the legs and tabletop are  
reminiscent of a traditional conference table.  
The rectangularity of the legs creates a visual  
playfulness, giving the table a solid impression viewed 
from the short side, while a neater one viewed from the 
long side. Base in black or white matte lacquer with a  
tabletop in white-lasered ash. The Narrow Wide Down 
table calls for a large space to emphasize the shape of 
the legs and let them stand out.
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TETRA 
SQUARE

HEIGHT 680 - 1200 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 1100 x 1100 mm 56200045G-1

White 1100 x 1100 mm 56200065G-1

A small meeting table with plenty of room for creative discussions. The understated design 
transitions effortlessly between the white-pigmented ash and the graphic legs in white or black, 
giving the table a uniform expression. The straight, clean lines of the square legs and tabletop 
are reinforced by the minimal tabletop overhang in line with the edge of the frame.  
This height-adjustable table combines intimacy and clarity in its design, functioning equally well 
as an office- or dining table. 
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MOBILE ONE Q

MOBILE ONE A

HEIGHT 615 - 1275 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH Gray high pressure 
laminate

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Obehandlad 1600 x 800 mm 56600112G-1

HEIGHT 680 - 1180 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH Gray high pressure 
laminate

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 1600 x 800 mm 512115-1

White 1600 x 800 mm 512116-1

HEIGHT 685 - 1185 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash
Black pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 800 x 700 mm 5141455E

White 800 x 700 mm 5141656E

HEIGHT 690 - 1190 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash
Black pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 800 x 700 mm 5140656E

White 800 x 700 mm 5140455E

TRIANGLE  
INDUSTRY
An office table that immediately catches the eye. Triangle 
Industry combines understated elegance with an industrial 
feel. The shape of the table is perceived as geometrically 
solid and playful, and the triangular design of rectangular 
tube legs provides the perfect transition to the frame and 
tabletop. Welding seams and burn marks enhance the 
rustic appearance of the table, with a frame treated in clear 
lacquer, enhancing the raw steel. The dark grey tabletop 
combined with the clear, matte lacquer, adds a clean, 
elegant finish, while the contrast of the tabletop creates an 
overall aesthetic look and feel. A table for people who value 
clean shapes and designs. 

TETRA WORK
Sober minimalism at its best. Featuring clean, 
straight lines and narrow square legs, the Tetra Works 
height-adjustable table blends into all environments 
adding a distinct interior design element.  
The straight lines are further enhanced by a minimal 
tabletop overhang for a floating live-edge look. The dark 
grey tabletop combined with a matte finish in black or 
white, gives the table a discreet, elegant look – distinct 
from office tables.

The definition of agility. A table that you can move around with 
ease at the workplace or place in small spaces at home or in 
school environments. Thanks to battery-operated functionality, no 
power access is needed for the Mobile One A sit-stand table, which 
can easily be rolled out to the garden or terrace. The rectangular 
tabletop in white- or black-lasered ash rests on stylish, rectangular 
legs with a matte lacquered finish in black or white. The angled 
foot breaks with the straight lines, giving the table yet another 
dimension of futuristic elegance. The smart design allows you to 
easily slide a chair under the tabletop to save space, and the four 
swivel wheels can be effortlessly replaced with the accompanying 
table feet. Mobile One A works just as well as a height-adjustable 
table for speeches and presentations. 

Mobility for one or more. Despite its compact design and neat 
impression, the height-adjustable Mobile One Q table is versatile 
and mobile, with endless possibilities. The table’s playful shape 
– with matched tabletop and feet – is a clear departure from the 
traditional office table. The drop-shaped tabletop in lasered ash 
gives the table symmetry and character, while the form facilitates 
creative meetings. The lasered ash reveals a distinct wood grain, 
breaking against the stylistic black or white legs and giving the 
table a more solid impression. Mobile One Q functions equally well 
as a table for one person or a group. Putting several Mobile One Q 
tables together, makes it possible to create different combinations 
as needed. The five swivel wheels can easily be replaced with table 
feet, also included. Battery powered functionality allows the table 
to be used everywhere.
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TETRA RECTANGLE

SINGLE PEDESTAL
HEIGHT 600 - 1050 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White laminate/Plywood

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black ø700 mm 5031256
ø500 mm 5031556

White ø700 mm 5031266
ø500 mm 5031566

Silver ø700 mm 5031286
ø500 mm 5031586

HEIGHT 680 - 1200 mm

TABLE TOP FINISH White pigmented ash

COLORS DIMENSIONS (WXD) ART. NO.

Black 2100 x 1100 mm 56200145G-1
2800 x 1100 mm 56200245G-1
3500 x 1100 mm 56200345G-1

White 2100 x 1100 mm 56200165G-1
2800 x 1100 mm 56200265G-1
3500 x 1100 mm 56200365G-1

Tetra Rectangle is a solid yet elegant height- 
adjustable table for larger meetings that call for a 
versatile, dynamic space. Switch effortlessly between 
sitting and standing to maximize energy levels and 
interaction during long meetings. With its narrow, 
square legs, Tetra Rectangle exudes a minimalistic 
yet appealingly solid impression. The straight lines 
are reinforced by a minimal tabletop overhang in 
line with the edge of the frame. The base, in black or 
white matte lacquer, complements the white-lasered 
tabletop in ash, creating a table that breathes life 
and conversation.

A table of endless possibilities. The Single Pedestal 
functions as the perfect speaker podium, side- or 
coffee table. Height-adjustable and available in several 
different sizes – the only limit is your imagination. 
Despite its small size, it is very stable. The square legs 
combined with the solid, crossed foot give it a quality 
impression. In harmony with the white tabletop,  
featuring a visible plywood core, Single Pedestal exudes 
a calm and harmonious look and feel that blends into 
all environments. 
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High-End is developed, marketed and sold by Swedstyle AB  
Swedstyle AB, Box 171, SE-567 24 Vaggeryd, Sweden. info@swedstyle.se. +46 393-363 60 

Showroom: Etage1. Rosenlundsgatan 40, SE-118 53 Stockholm. www.etage1.se

www.swedstyle.com/highend


